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Evaluating the Impact of Simulated Patients on Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes of Laypeople Following a Basic First Aid Course: Protocol for a Cluster-Randomized Controlled Trial

Bert Avau, Anne-Catherine Vanhove, Marianne Vandenlindenloof, Liselotte Suls, Hans Verstraeten, Philippe Vandekerckhove, Emmy De Buck

Background: Teaching first aid to laypeople is a cost-effective way to improve public health. However, it is currently unclear what the most effective ways are to teaching first aid. It has already been shown that simulated patients have an added value in teaching emergency care to healthcare professionals. This paper describes the protocol for a cluster-randomized controlled trial that will investigate the influence of using a simulated patient during basic first aid training for laypeople on their knowledge, skills and self-efficacy.

Hypothesis: The null hypothesis of this research is that the use of simulated patients during basic first aid training does not result in a statistically significant change in knowledge, skills and self-efficacy concerning the first aid topics for which a simulated patient is used. The alternative is that knowledge, skills and self-efficacy will be influenced by using simulated patients during training.

Methods: This study will be a cluster-randomized controlled trial that will take place from September 2018 to June 2020. The study population will consist of employees from several organizations taking a three-day first aid certification course with the Belgian Red Cross. The organizations requesting a first aid course will be randomized in receiving a course with or without simulated patient. The simulated patient will only be used for the topics “first aid for burns” and “first aid for stroke” in the intervention group. The participants will complete a questionnaire to measure their knowledge and self-efficacy and complete a practical skills test after the course testing these first aid topics. To test whether the retention of first aid knowledge and self-efficacy is influenced by using a simulated patient during a certification course, participants following a refresher course one year after the certification course will complete a follow-up questionnaire.

Conclusion: This cluster-randomized controlled trial will be, to our knowledge, the first to investigate the added value of simulated patients during first aid courses for laypeople.
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developed countries (Geduld & Wallis, 2011; Husum, Gilbert, & Wisborg, 2003; Merchant et al., 2015).

Tannvik et al. conducted a systematic review to investigate how often laypeople provide first aid when confronted with an injury, the quality of the applied first aid interventions, and the impact of the first aid provided on the outcomes of the injury (e.g. mortality) (Tannvik, Bakke, & Wisborg, 2012). A large heterogeneity between studies was found, with the frequency of first aid provided ranging from as little as 11% of cases to as much as 65%. The quality of first aid provided was also variable: for some interventions up to 84% of the help that bystanders provided might have been inappropriate. Nevertheless, a retrospective cohort study suggested that mortality could decrease by 6% in trauma victims as a result of first aid application (Murad & Husum, 2010). Furthermore, in a cohort of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest survivors, bystander cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was associated with improved cerebral function (Abe, Tokuda, & Ishimatsu, 2009).

Despite these results, relatively little is known about the most effective methods to teach first aid to laypeople. A systematic review by He et al. demonstrated a paucity in high-quality trials that demonstrate the effectiveness of first aid education for laypeople (He et al., 2014). On the other hand, a more realistic experience, via some form of simulation training, can have an added value in the training of healthcare professionals providing prehospital care (Abelsson, Rystedt, Suserud, & Lindwall, 2014, 2016).

High-fidelity simulation training can be provided by using manikins or simulated patients (real-life actors). Several studies have already compared the use of manikins to simulated patients for training healthcare professionals in emergency care, including trauma teaching (Ali, Al Ahmadi, Williams, & Cherry, 2009; Lee et al., 2003; Wisborg, Brattebo, Brinchmann-Hansen, & Hansen, 2009), acute care scenarios (Coffey et al., 2016) and advanced cardiac life support (Miotto, Couto, Gouart, Amaral, & Moreira Mda, 2008). In the study by Lee et al., surgery interns had better trauma assessment scores when training with manikins, compared to simulated patients (Lee et al., 2003). In contrast, Ali et al. concluded that skills and knowledge in trauma evaluation of final year medical students improved equally when using manikins or simulated patients (Ali et al., 2009), while Wisborg et al. found that hospital trauma teams valued the educational level of training with manikins and simulated patients equally, but had a slight preference for simulated patients in scenarios where interaction with the patient was necessary (Wisborg et al., 2009). Coffey et al. investigated the verbal and non-verbal interactions of clinical teams with manikins and simulated patients in acute care scenarios and concluded that the number of interactions was much larger when dealing with simulated patients (Coffey et al., 2016). Whether this also influenced the actual clinical performance of the team was not investigated in this pilot study. Finally, Miotto et al. could not demonstrate the added value of using simulated patients in advanced cardiac life support courses (Miotto et al., 2008). Of course, it needs to be taken into account that for more invasive procedures used in advanced cardiac life support, it is not possible to use real-life patients.

In addition to these studies, Herbstreit et al. compared the use of simulated patients to traditional seminars during training of medical students in the management of different acute care scenarios (Herbstreit et al., 2017). An educational approach with simulated patients resulted in improved skills, but similar knowledge to traditional training.

To our knowledge, no studies have been conducted so far to investigate the added value of simulated patients during first aid education for laypeople.

With this study, we aim to fill this knowledge gap, by comparing participants taking a first aid certification course, with or without the use of real-life simulated patients. At the moment no standard set of outcomes for educational interventions has been established by the COMET initiative (Gargan, 2016). The outcomes knowledge, skills, behavior and confidence are however widely used in education intervention studies and first aid education intervention studies specifically (He et al., 2014; Krathwohl, 2002; Simpson, 1966). Studying actual helping behavior using deception trials is beyond the scope of this study. We will measure self-efficacy
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specifically, rather than the more global self-belief or confidence. Self-efficacy was defined by Bandura as a person’s beliefs in their own capabilities to perform specific actions and is responsive to instructional interventions (Bandura, 1977, 2006a; Zimmerman, 2000). Efficacy beliefs influence amongst others people’s actions, their outcome expectations of said actions and whether they persevere when they face obstacles (Bandura, 1977, 2006b). In our study, the use of simulated patients in specific topics in the first-aid course could give the participants a learning experience more closely resembling an actual emergency which could enhance their self-efficacy for those types of first aid interventions. We will therefore compare the knowledge, skills and self-efficacy concerning the first aid topics burns and stroke, of participants taking a first aid certification course, with or without the use of real-life simulated patients for the topics burns and stroke.

Methods

Research question

This study aims to evaluate whether using a simulated patient for the topics burns and stroke, compared to not using a simulated patient, during an occupational first aid certification course influences knowledge, skills and self-efficacy of the participants concerning first aid for burns and stroke. The comparison, a course without simulated patients, is how the majority of our (Belgian Red Cross) courses are taught, making this an appropriate comparator.

The null hypothesis is that there will be no statistically significant difference in participant’s knowledge, skills and self-efficacy after a first aid certification course with a simulated patient, compared to a course without, both immediately after the course and after 1-year follow-up. The alternative hypothesis is that there will be a statistically significant change in knowledge, skills and self-efficacy between participants following a first aid certification course with or without a simulated patient, both immediately after the course and/or after 1-year follow-up.

Participants

In Belgium, the presence of employees skilled in first aid within an organization is regulated by law, depending on the type of economic activity and the size of the organization (FOD Werkgelegenheid Arbeid en Sociaal Overleg, 2011). For example, organizations with an assumed average risk of injury (e.g. assembly companies) employing between 20 and 50 people are required to have one person trained in first aid present at all times. Workplace first aiders are initially trained by a recognized first aid training provider in a first aid certification course (18 hours training + 3-hour exam) and follow a yearly 4-hour refresher course. The obligation to follow a yearly refresher course enables a longitudinal investigation of the effectiveness of the provided first aid courses. The Belgian Red Cross is a major provider of both the initial certification and refresher first aid courses, therefore having the opportunity to standardize the content and format of the courses provided, making participants of these courses a convenient and appropriate population to study. As this is a convenience sample, we will take prior first aid training, age, gender, level of education and prior experience with first aid situations into account as potential confounding factors during the statistical analyses.

Study design

Ethical considerations

This study has been evaluated and approved of by the Social and Societal Ethical Committee (SMEC) of Leuven University (KU Leuven), Belgium, with following file number: G-2018 06 1273. We have registered the trial at Clinicaltrials.gov as NCT03608982. We reported this protocol paper according to the guidelines of the SPIRIT (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Intervventional Trials) statement (Chan et al., 2013). A completed SPIRIT checklist can be found in appendix 1.

Participants will complete an informed consent form for agreement and participation in a study to evaluate the first aid courses taught by the Belgian Red Cross (see appendix 2). Any data that we will collect from trial participants will be considered confidential. We will anonymize questionnaires upon entry in our database, except for a unique participant and organization number. We will analyze and report the data anonymously. We will destroy the key linking
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participant identity and outcome data after data from the initial assessment and data from assessment after one year are linked together for each individual.

Randomization & intervention allocation

This is a cluster-randomized controlled superiority trial. The unit of randomization in this study is an organization requesting a first aid course, rather than the individual participant. As some organizations will request more than one course, this will be a cluster-RCT with two levels of clustering, the organization and the course. We will assign organizations randomly in a 1:1 ratio to a first aid course with simulated patient (intervention) or without (control) via block randomization with variable block sizes (2 or 4). A researcher who is not involved in the practical organization of the first aid courses (BA) will generate the randomization list via an online tool (http://www.randomization.com). The randomization scheme will be contained in sequentially numbered, sealed, opaque envelopes and therefore kept concealed up to the moment an organization is allocated to the intervention or control group by administrative employees of the Belgian Red Cross, occupied with the practical organization of the courses.

Blinding

Blinding of interventionists, i.e. first aid instructors and simulated patients, is not possible, due to the nature of the intervention. We will keep the participants and their employers blinded to the aims of the study but will provide an informed consent and inform them that their scores during examination will be used to evaluate the performance of the Belgian Red Cross first aid trainings. We will use a strict protocol for the courses, thus limiting the potential influence of lack of blinding of the interventionists. The outcome skills will be assessed by researchers not involved in the organization of the courses, who are kept blinded to the allocation status of the participants they score. We will enter scores in a database and will reveal the allocation status for analysis purposes after all final scores are inserted in a data collection database.

Interventions studied

Setting

The first aid certification courses of the Belgian Red Cross are 18 h (+3 h exam) courses on a range of first aid topics, e.g. cardiopulmonary resuscitation, burns, wounds, etc. The courses are taught during three working days spread over three weeks. On average, there are 10 participants per basic first aid course. The people following a first aid certification course in Dutch in the period September 2018 to June 2019, ordered by their employer at the Belgian Red Cross will be eligible for this trial. For the purpose of this study, organizations ordering a first aid course will not be offered the choice of a course with or without a simulated patient but will be randomized in receiving a course with or without a simulated patient, free of charge. Organizations that purposefully request a simulated patient will not be eligible for participation in this trial, as this would break randomization. Organizations requesting a course in a language other than Dutch (e.g. French, English) will not be eligible for inclusion.

Participants from organizations that order a refresher course in the year following the first aid certification course will be eligible to measure one-year retention of feasibility issues. As we aim to measure retention after one year, organizations that book a refresher course sooner than 10 months or later than 14 months after the certification course will not be eligible for retention measurements. See figure 1 for a schematic overview of the trial.

Intervention: first aid certification course with simulated patient

The materials in this course are standardized, and consist of lectures with a slide show, questions & answer conversations, and practical exercises on fellow students. The topics that are being taught during the courses are the following: principles of first aid, first aid knowledge and self-efficacy. We will not measure retention of skills after one year, due to
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For feasibility reasons, we will include the simulant in only two sections of the course: the respective treatments of burns and stroke. These first aid topics will take place on the second day of the three-day course. The remainder of the course will be taught without simulated patient by the professional first aid instructors. The simulated patient will follow a standardized routine during his intervention, as follows:

- For the burns topic, the simulated patient will enter the room with first and second degree burns on the inside of the lower left arm. The area which is burned to the first degree will show erythema (redness, using make-up), and will be approximately 14 cm long and 4 cm wide. Inside this area, there will be three to four second degree burn blisters of approximately 1 cm² (made with make-up). The simulated patient will feign pain in the burned area, which worsens when being touched during cooling and covering of the burn.

- For the stroke topic, the simulated patient will be present in the room at the start of this part of the curriculum and will demonstrate a hemiparalysis of the right part of the body. To do so, the simulated patient will be sitting on a chair, showing weakness in the right side of the body and supporting herself by leaning on the table with the left part of the body. The left foot will be placed firmly on the ground. The right arm will be dangling next to the body. The right foot will be tilted. The head will tilt to the right side and the right tip of the mouth will show central facial palsy. The simulated patient will use the left hand to support the left side of the head. When asked how she feels, the simulated patient will demonstrate speech difficulties and complain of...
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a headache. The FAST-test (Face-Arm-Speech-Time), which is recommended for initial diagnosis of stroke (Zideman et al., 2015), will be positive when performed by the participant on the simulated patient: facial droop will remain present when asked to smile or show teeth, right arm will drift or not be lifted when asked to raise both arms and speech will remain slurred.

Burns and stroke were the topics of choice for this trial, as we consider them to be complementary to each other: Burns are mostly non-life-threatening, but require a fair number of practical actions to be treated in a first aid setting (i.e. cooling in an appropriate fashion, application of a hydrating creme, application of a bandage), while stroke is a life-threatening disorder, but requires fewer practical actions to be treated in a first aid setting (i.e. only performing the FAST-test and calling the emergency medical services).

Control: first aid certification course without simulated patient

The course materials in the control courses are also standardized, with identical content as the course materials in the intervention courses. Instead of using simulated patients, however, we will use video clips and case photographs to demonstrate the first aid techniques.

Outcomes of interest

To define primary outcomes for this trial, we have searched the website of the COMET initiative, which tries to define a minimum set of core outcomes to be reported in trials for a specific disorder (Gargon, 2016). A set of core outcomes does not seem to exist for educational interventions, however skills, knowledge and self-efficacy are widely used as key determinants of effective learning (Krathwohl, 2002; Simpson, 1966; Zimmerman, 2000). Therefore, these outcomes will be the primary outcomes of this review.

Before the course, we will assess participants’ first aid knowledge and self-efficacy in providing first aid. In addition, we will question following demographic parameters: age, gender, educational level, whether a previous first aid course was followed and whether the person had a previous experience of first aid.

After completing the course, we will test knowledge, skills and self-efficacy. In addition, we will verify retention of knowledge and self-efficacy after one year by testing participants who follow another yearly refresher course in the coming year. We will not measure the outcome skills before the course and after one year, due to feasibility issues.

Secondary outcomes of this course will be participant satisfaction with the course received and costs associated with the use of simulated patients.

We will test participants for knowledge, skills and self-efficacy as part of their examination, at the end of the three-day course. The participants will complete the self-efficacy and subsequent knowledge assessment questionnaires prior to the practical skills test.

We will measure knowledge using a short multiple-choice questionnaire of 10 questions, testing different concepts taught during the two topics where a simulant was present or absent, which can be answered either correctly or falsely. In addition, we will blend in 10 questions on first aid topics taught during the certification course but not related to the use of a simulated patient to keep participants blinded to the actual goal of the research. The questionnaire used can be found in appendix 3.

We will measure self-efficacy also using a short questionnaire (appendix 4). The aim of this questionnaire is to evaluate how confident a participant is in his or her capacities to provide first aid when necessary. The questionnaire consists of six questions on the participant’s self-efficacy to provide first aid in case of burns or stroke, answered on a 5-point Likert scale (O’Muircheartaigh, A. Krosnick, & Helic, 2000), and we have based it on a previously designed and validated questionnaire (Wei et al., 2013). To keep participants blinded, we will blend these questions in with six questions concerning their self-efficacy to provide first aid for other topics taught during the course.

We will measure skills by recording a practical test which will be scored via a checklist with 14 skills (eight for burns and six for stroke). Participants can achieve a total maximal score of 18 (nine for burns and nine for...
stroke), where the score available for each individual skill depends on the perceived criticalness of the skill assessed, as judged by the Belgian Red Cross’s First Aid Service. For example, when treating burns, we consider the skill ‘cooling with water’ critical, for which it counts for 5 out of 9 points to be earned. The skill ‘applying a hydrating crème’ is considered less critical, for which it counts for only 1 out of 9 points to be earned. The checklists and scores to be earned for the individual skills are shown in appendix 5. In short, for first aid for burns, we will judge participants on hygiene measures taken, appropriate judgment of the need for specialized help, appropriate cooling of the burn, application of a hydrating crème and appropriate covering of the burn.

For first aid for stroke, we will judge participants on providing safety for the victim, adequate performance of the FAST test and immediate alerting of the emergency services. The participants will apply skills to the first aid instructor, which will be recorded with a camera and judged afterwards independently by two assessors who are not involved in the organization or conduct of the courses that are being assessed. These assessors will not be aware of the allocation status of the participants they judge. Outcome assessors will report if for some reason blinding of the allocation status of a participant is broken. If a discrepancy exists between the two assessors, we will involve a third researcher. Participants for first aid certification courses are usually tested on skills concerning cardiopulmonary resuscitation (legal obligation), two life-threatening conditions and two non-life-threatening conditions. For the purpose of this study, one life-threatening condition and one non-life-threatening condition tested will be stroke and burns, respectively. The first aid instructors will present fixed cases of burns and stroke, to make sure the exams are as standardized as possible. The burn case to be treated will be a first degree burn on the lower left arm. The participants will have access to the standard content of a first aid kit (e.g. gloves, bandages, plasters, hydrating crèmes, disinfectants etc.), in addition to water and a receptacle, which can be used to irrigate the burn with water. The stroke case will be demonstrated in a similar fashion as described for the simulated patient. To blind the participants for the actual goal of the research, we will ask them to pick cards from a stack to determine which practical skills they need to demonstrate.

We will assess the secondary outcome, participant satisfaction, by asking the participants to score their satisfaction with the course provided (without specifying the use or non-use of a simulated patient) on a 10-point scale. We will record the other secondary outcome, costs involved, during the study and express this relatively to the gain in the primary outcomes—knowledge, skills and self-efficacy.

We have tested the validity and comprehensibility of our questionnaire on first aid self-efficacy during first aid certification courses taught in the spring of 2018. The questionnaire was completed before and after following a first aid certification course by a total of 79 participants, divided over 7 courses. Participants found the questions clear, and the internal validity of the self-efficacy questionnaire was demonstrated by a Cronbach α of 0.87.

**Data collection and management procedures**

The first aid instructions will collect the demographic data and knowledge and self-efficacy outcomes using questionnaires. We will collect results from the skills assessment via checklists. A researcher will anonymize and insert the data in a database (LS and MV). Researchers not involved in the practical organization or conduct of the courses (BA and AV) will perform analyses on anonymized data. These researchers will also perform range checks on the data provided.

Researchers who are not involved in the practical organization or conduct of the courses (BA and AV) will perform periodical (monthly) monitoring of the study’s conduct.

**Statistical methods**

**Sample size calculation**

We have calculated a required sample size to obtain 90% power at the 0.05 significance level, taking into account the clustered design of our study. We have used following formula, proposed by Teerenstra et al. (Teerenstra, Moerbeek, van Achterberg, Pelzer, & Borm, 2008), but re-expressed according to Rutterford et al. (Rutterford, Copas, & Eldridge, 2015):
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\[
m = \left( \frac{Z_{1-\alpha} + Z_{1-\beta}}{2\sigma^2} \right)^2 \left( 1 + n_1(n_2 - 1)\rho_2 \right) \left( \frac{\Delta^2}{(n_1 - 1)\rho_1} \right)
\]

Where:
- \(m\) = the number of participants required in each trial arm
- \(Z_{1-\alpha/2}\) = Z-value associated with the chosen confidence level (0.05)
- \(Z_{1-\beta}\) = Z-value associated with the chosen power level (0.9)
- \(\sigma^2\) = total variance in the primary outcome
- \(\Delta\) = anticipated difference between intervention and control group
- \(n_1\) = average amount of participants per course
- \(\rho_1\) = intracluster correlation coefficient for participants in a course
- \(n_2\) = average amount of courses per organization
- \(\rho_2\) = intracluster correlation coefficient for courses in an organization

We have defined the primary outcome of interest to be the difference in one-year retention of self-efficacy concerning first aid between participants following a first aid certification course with or without a simulated patient. We have estimated the total variance in this outcome (\(\sigma^2 = 0.75\)) and intracluster correlation coefficient (\(\rho_1 = 0.025\)), based on the results obtained during the pilot phase of our self-efficacy questionnaire, in the spring of 2018. As the first aid certification courses in which we piloted the questionnaires were organized in distinct organizations, no estimate is available for \(\rho_2\), for which we assume this to be similar to \(\rho_1\), i.e. 0.025. A sample size calculation based on these previous courses and data from the pilot phase suggests an initial required sample size of 496 potential participants to detect a 5% increase in self-efficacy with 90% power at the 0.05 significance level.

We anticipate a drop-out of 41% percent after one year, due to organizations not ordering refresher courses or organizations ordering refresher courses less than 10 months or more than 14 months after ordering the certification course and another 30% at participant level due to employees refusing to participate or not following the refresher course after one year. These numbers are based on data we collected from a sample of 482 organizations that followed Belgian Red Cross first aid certification and refresher courses over the past 3 years. We will try to limit the loss to follow-up after one year by actively inviting organizations to organize refresher courses promptly. On average, 10 participants participated per course, and 1.35 courses were organized per organization over the past three years. Taking into account initial refusal and drop-out, the required sample size is 1202, which is an attainable number and goal during the anticipated recruitment period.

**Statistical tests to be used**

We will perform a per-protocol analysis. To test a difference in knowledge, skills or self-efficacy, immediately after the course, and a difference in knowledge and self-efficacy, 1 year after the course, we will build a (generalized) linear mixed model with intervention as main variable. We will take into account participant age, participant gender, participant educational level, whether the participant followed a previous first aid course and whether the participant had previous experience with first aid as fixed effect covariates. Course, organization and the interaction of course and organization will be added as random effects in the model. We will conduct statistical analyses using the open source software of the R-project for statistical computing, version 3.2.5 (R Core Team, 2016). We will only analyze complete cases. We will accept statistical significance at the 5% level. We will present data as means with standard deviations, and as summary effects using mean differences with 95% confidence intervals.

**Dissemination plans**

We will disseminate the results of this study via publication in a peer-reviewed journal and by communication via social media. Participants, who provided their e-mail address on the participation form, will be emailed a report containing the results. We are as yet undecided whether we will provide full access to individual participant data. We will disseminate substantial amendments to the protocol to relevant parties, including the trial registry. Researchers who deliver a substantial intellectual contribution to the...
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work will be eligible as co-author. We do not intend to make use of professional writers.
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